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There exists the ‘entropy problem’ of the early universe, that is, why did the universe begin with
an extremely low entropy and how did it evolve into such high entropy at late times? It has been
long believed that inflation cannot be the solution since it requires an extremely low entropy to ever
occur. However, we point out that since the inflation is always accompanied with a horizon, the
correct probability of inflation is associated with the quantum entanglement entropy, which should
in principle be larger than what considered previously. This motivates us to reexamine the issue by
computing the evolution of the cosmological entanglement entropy in the early universe. We invoke
a toy model of nonlinear generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG), which has the advantage of providing
a smooth and unitary transition between the inflation epoch and the radiation dominant era. We
found that soon after the onset of the inflation, the total entanglement entropy rapidly decreases
to a minimum, and it rises monotonically afterwards throughout the remainder of the inflation and
the radiation epochs. This indicates that the universe does not need to begin with an extremely
low entropy; its smallness can be naturally induced by the dynamics of inflation itself. We believe
that our computation largely captures the essential feature of entropy evolution and can provide us
insights beyond the toy model.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing amount of observational evidence sup-
ports the notion that the early universe has undergone
an epoch of inflation. However we are still far from under-
standing the underlying assumptions and resolving some
of its most crucial issues. One of the open questions
about inflation is the entropy problem[1][2][3][4]: why did
the universe start from an extremely low entropy initial
state that in turn can later give rise to the arrow of time
in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics?
Thermodynamic arrow tells us that a system will
evolve towards the increase of entropy, which simply
states that a system is more likely to evolve from a state
with low occurrence probability to that with a higher
probability. Since the universe is old, in order to ex-
plain the thermodynamic arrow of time the entropy in the
early universe must therefore be extremely small, which
requires a special initial condition.
On the other hand, the standard inflation paradigm as-
sumes the initial condition of the universe to be realized
generically. This conflict [4] becomes more acute if we re-
gard the initial entropy as the probability for spontaneous
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formation of a homogeneous domain in the inflationary
universe. An extremely low initial entropy required by
the thermodynamic arrow then suggests that the initial
universe only has a very small probability to evolve into
the current universe through inflation.
Several solutions have been suggested in the litera-
ture. One approach is the spontaneous eternal inflation
[3][5], where inflation is assumed to occur both forward
and backward in time. Another is the so-called bubble
cosmology[6], where universes were induced as a realiza-
tion of string landscape[7][8][9].
In this paper, we seek a solution to the entropy prob-
lem within the present framework of the standard model
of cosmology without relying on assumptions like sym-
metric time arrows or string theory. The framework will
only be effective, in that new physics is expected to oc-
cur near the initial singularity predicted by General Rel-
ativity, and detailed mechanism for the transition from
inflation to a radiation-dominated universe is still not
well-understood.
Our aim is to establish the following three stages of en-
tropy development in the very beginning of the universe:
1. Inflation occurred with a probability that is higher
than what is commonly believed.
2. Subsequently a lower entropy state is dynamically
induced by inflation itself.
3. A large amount of entropy is generated after it
reaches a minimum during inflation.
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2Note that an important subtlety related to the second
stage is that the drastic expansion at the very begin-
ning of the universe is a highly non-equilibrium process.
Therefore the usual thermodynamical laws do not neces-
sary hold. The thermodynamic arrow of time is meaning-
ful only after some time span when we come to the third
stage, only by then do we have the entropy problem to
concern with.
The possibility of this scenario has long been refuted at
stage 1 in the previous literature [10][11][12][13] based on
the argument that inflation itself requires an extremely
special initial condition to occur. However, we hold the
point of view that whether the initial condition is special
or not depends largely on how one measures the proba-
bility of the degrees of freedom. For example, in the re-
cent development of loop quantum cosmology [14] it was
found rather differently that the probability for inflation
to happen is much higher using their measure. We should
like to point out an important fact, which was overlooked
by those previous authors, that inflation is accompanied
with a horizon [41]. Therefore the correct measure of the
probability for inflation should be given by quantum en-
tanglement entropy. Since the presence of the horizon
increases the entanglement entropy by the entanglement
between the observable and the unobservable regions, in-
flation should have a higher probability to occur. This
insight motivates us to seek new dynamical solution to
the entropy problem within the inflation paradigm.
We notice that in the literature there are examples of
decreasing entanglement entropy [15][16] due to the sit-
uation where the system is out of equilibrium or simply
from long-range quantum correlation. In particular, a
decrease of tripartite entropy after inflation is shown in
[16], which inspires us to consider the evolution of bipar-
tite entropy from quantum entanglement. Indeed, in a
recent effort by two of the present authors (PC & YN)
[17], it was found that a minimum of the entanglement
entropy induced from the entanglement between cosmo-
logical perturbations is reached at an early stage of the
inflation. The calculation made there, however, was clas-
sical. Since we expect quantum effects to be prominent
in the beginning of the universe, each degree of freedom
must subject to quantum fluctuations. We therefore re-
address the issue properly in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we
briefly summarize the reasons and methods for consid-
ering entanglement entropy as entropy budget of early
universe, which consist of homogeneous and inhomoge-
neous parts. In section III we introduce the effective
model used in our calculation. Detailed treatment and
numerical results are summarized in next two sections
IV and V, which together consist of the total contribu-
tion to entanglement entropy. To make comparison with
the previous result in [17], the computation therein is re-
produced in section V for completeness. Results in each
section are discussed, and possible physical origins of the
entropy decrease are presented in section VI. The main
conclusion is summarized in the last section.
II. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY AS
ENTROPY BUDGET
A. Why Entanglement Entropy?
In the present framework, most conventional consider-
ations of entropy are thermal, statistical and entangle-
ment entropy accounted by von Neumann. Since early
universe experienced accelerated expansion, it is far out
of equilibrium, and thermal entropy is ill-defined for lack
of a universal temperature. Statistical mechanics is also
not directly applicable on present situation due to long-
range nature of gravitational force.
On the other hand, von Neumann entropy from
quantum entanglement is perfectly well-defined in non-
equilibrium system, and can cope with problems statisti-
cal entropy encounters in gravitational systems like loss
of information. Moreover, von Neumann entropy fits
into unitary framework of entire universe in that it mea-
sures information encoded in entanglement between sub-
systems, while thermal entropy is of dissipation nature.
Since the early universe can be described as a quantum
system without strong decoherence, it is justifiable to in-
voke von Neumann entropy to find the evolution of total
entropy of the universe. We will thus use the quantum
entanglement entropy instead of thermal entropy in the
following discussion to help clarify our setup and to quan-
tify the amount of information in a quantum system.
Here we will clarify what we mean by von Neumann en-
tanglement entropy. Entanglement entropy of von Neu-
mann measures the degree of bipartite entanglement, and
thus depends on partitions of the system. Multipar-
tite entanglement entropy thus seems necessary in order
to characterize total entanglement entropy of a system;
however, the method is difficult to applied on general
systems [18]. We suggest one reasonable way to quan-
tify the total entanglement entropy of a quantum system
is to sum up von Neumann entanglement entropies of all
bi-partite subsystems. Since we only concern the entropy
change in the evolution, we can subtract a ground value
to regularize any potential infinity. More on regulariza-
tion will be discussed in later sections.
B. Entanglement Entropy Budget
In the construction of entanglement entropy evolution,
there are two contributions arose from two distinctive
ways of dividing the universe. Regarding the entire uni-
verse as unitary quantum mechanical system consist of
observable and unobservable regions, von Neumann en-
tropy then measures the quantum entanglement between
those two parts of universe due to the evolution of back-
ground metric, and is thus a homogeneous contribution.
In this unitary setting von Neumann entropy character-
izes the probability of different histories, since the total
amount of information is kept constant by Louville’s the-
orem. The entanglement entropy is then obtained by the
3standard Wheeler-DeWitt formalism, where configura-
tions of fields represent different histories in the path in-
tegral sense. We will discuss homogeneous entropy from
particle horizon in more detail in section II C.
The second contribution comes from the entanglement
between two opposite momentum sectors of the uni-
verse, and is entitled inhomogeneous entanglement en-
tropy. In our model of homogeneous background, it at-
tributes to entanglement of pairwise matter momentum
modes, which can be computed by standard cosmologi-
cal perturbation. The total inhomogeneous entanglement
entropy is then obtained by summing over the entire mo-
mentum spectrum.
C. Entanglement Entropy from Particle Horizon
and Area Law
In this section our discussion will use FRW metric and
minisuperspace. The Hilbert space in the accessible and
the inaccessible regions are distinguished by the scale fac-
tor a > 0. The concept of particle horizon can be most
easily illustrated by considering a light path:
ds2 = 0 = dt2 − a(t)2dx2. (1)
Thus at infinite future the light can travel a coordinate
distance
rH [a] =
∫ ∞
t0
dt
a(t)
. (2)
It is therefore clear that if the integral Eq.(2) converges,
light can only travel a finite distance, and we have a
particle horizon outside this range; Inflation is one such
case.
The entanglement entropy of the universe can be ob-
tained by tracing out the Hilbert space associated with
the inaccessible region beyond the particle horizon, i.e.,
the region with radius r > rH , with rH given by Eq.(2).
Every such radius gives rise to a concentric sphere in
this region, which can always be associated with a differ-
ent scale factor a˜(t), evolved from t0, that gives a larger
integral than rH [a]. To illustrate this, let us consider dif-
ferent time slices along the curves of a(t) and a˜(t). At
each time slice we can choose a˜ smaller than a. Thus
the integral in Eq.(2) for a˜(t) will be larger than that
for a(t), therefore light in this metric can travel beyond
rH [a] under the original metric ds
2[a]. We can choose the
class {a˜} to be in one-to-one correspondence with each
coordinate distance r beyond rH [a]. Thus the trace over
the Hilbert space associated with the inaccessible region
is performed over those configurations that belong to this
class:
R = {a˜ | a˜(t) < a(t) ∀t} ∼= {a˜ | rH [a˜] > rH [a]} . (3)
In the language of minisuperspace quantum mechaincs,
the trace is then carried out by summing over states with
metric degree of freedom a˜ < a. The detailed calculation
is implemented in section IV.
Before ending the discussion on entanglement entropy,
we should mention that the entanglement entropy of the
universe has long been considered in the literature, see
e.g. [19][20][21][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29]. For a rela-
tivistic quantum field theory in (3+1)-dimensional space-
time, the entanglement entropy obtained by partitioning
the system into A and B with a smooth and compact
boundary ∂A exhibits the following scaling character:[27]
SA = c1(l/b)
2 + c2 ln(l/b), (4)
where l is the typical length of ∂A, b → 0 is some cut-
off lattice length, and c1 > 0, c2 < 0 are some constants
[26][28][29]. This relation has been confirmed using Weyl
anomaly, and the same expression also appears in the cor-
rection obtained by generalized uncertainty principle[29].
Note that the leading divergence of the entanglement en-
tropy from (4) is proportional to the area of ∂A, which
is the “area law” of entanglement entropy. In particular,
in the presence of horizon the bi-partition can be natu-
rally chosen as inside and outside the horizon, therefore
the entanglement entropy should be proportional to the
horizon area, which can be regarded as the Bekenstein
area law (a more correct statement is that the entangle-
ment entropy should be thought as quantum correction
to Bekenstein-Hawking entropy due to matter field, see
[28]).
In our setting the scale l is the cosmological scale at the
horizon l = a. Let’s consider the change of sub-leading
term with respect to this cosmological scale:
d
da
c2 ln(a/b) =
c2
a
< 0. (5)
Therefore if the sub-leading term is non-negligible, it can
generate a decrease in entanglement entropy with respect
to the cosmological time a.
In section IV B we will show the entanglement entropy
calculated by our method agrees with the area law in the
semi-classical regeme; however, at early times the area
law will be corrected by quantum fluctuations (section
IV E). Thus our result suggests an ab initio confirmation
of equation (4) from canonical quantum gravity.
D. Choice of Model
To track entropy evolution, we find it necessary to
specify our setting, so long as it is general enough to
characterize the essential features of the evolution of the
early universe. The early universe we are investigating
at can be roughly divided into two stages: inflationary
and radiation dominated eras. From the requirement of
unitarity, our model must provide smooth transition be-
tween those stages. In addition, we will work in the con-
ventional FRW homogeneous background. An candidate
with minimal ad hoc assumptions for our mathematical
4model is generalized Chaplygin gas (GCG), which can
provide a smooth transition via its equation of state. In-
stead of treating GCG as a real substance, we only regard
it as an effective description and convenient way to track
down entropy evolution. The details of our model, in-
cluding parameter space, are discussed in section (III A).
We believe, however, that our result is quite general; see
section (VII).
III. GENERALIZED CHAPLYGIN GAS
A. The Model
When applied to cosmology, the Chaplygin gas[30]
models the change of cosmic content by regulating the
equation of state of the background fluid instead of
the form of the potential. It was first suggested by
Kamenshchik[31] in an attempt to smoothly interpolate
the de Sitter phase and the radiation dominant era with-
out ad hoc assumptions. Generalized Chaplygin gas
models (GCG) were subsequently suggested[32][33][34],
some of which managed to unify dark energy and dark
matter[35]. Instead of endowing it as a physical sub-
stance, we will only invoke it as an effective description.
The fluid density of GCG is given by[30]:
ρ =
( A
a1+β
+
B
a4(1+γ)
) 1
1+γ
, (6)
where A and B are positive constants. Note that in
this expression we have implicitly taken a reference scale
factor at some point during inflation to be a0 = 1.
One can also manifest this reference scale by rescaling
A 7→ Aa1+β0 , B 7→ Ba4(1+γ)0 .
Consider the parameters β = −1 and γ = −2. Ob-
serve that when taking the limit a → 0, one recovers
from Eq.(6) the fluid density of de Sitter space charac-
terizing the inflation era; when taking a → ∞, the fluid
density becomes that of a gas in the radiation-dominated
era. Thus the two eras can be smoothly patched under
this effective description. The constraints on the param-
eters β and γ to realize this scenario will be discussed in
Section III B.
From the conservation of energy one can deduce the
pressure for the Chaplygin gas as
p =
1
3
ρ+
1 + β − 4(1 + γ)
3(1 + γ)
(
ρ− B
a4(1+γ)
ρ−γ
)
. (7)
After eliminating the scale factor a, one can obtain the
equation of state for generalized Chaplygin gas.
One can also model GCG with an underlying minimal
coupling scalar field φ by matching the energy momen-
tum with the fluid described above. Denoting the scalar
potential by V (φ), we have:
ρ =
1
2
φ˙2 + V (φ), p =
1
2
φ˙2 − V (φ). (8)
The classical expression for the scalar potential as well
as the equation of motion can be immediately obtained
by relating a and φ, as in [30]. For this purpose, we only
need the limiting case for the early-time and the late-time
approximations, respectively, with the partition roughly
coincides with the crossing between the inflation and the
radiation-dominated epochs. These are
• Early time [a/a0  (A/B)1/δ]:
φ(a) ∼ φ0 + 1
κ
√
1 + β
1 + γ
ln
a
a0
, (9)
V (φ) ∼
[
1− 1 + β
6(1 + γ)
]
A1/(1+γ)a
(λ/κ)2
0 e
−λ(φ−φ0), (10)
where λ ≡ κ√(1 + β)/(1 + γ) > 0 is the coupling
constant, φ0 = φ(a0), and κ
2 ≡ 8piG.
• Late time [a/a0  (A/B)1/δ]:
φ ∼ φ′0 +
2
κ
ln
a
a0
, (11)
V (φ) ∼ 1
3
B1/(1+γ)a40e
−2κ(φ−φ′0). (12)
B. Parameter Space of GCG
In this subsection we will briefly summarize the con-
straints on the generalized Chaplygin gas (6)
First we require that the inflation takes place before
radiation dominant era, which amounts to the condition:
B
a4(1+γ)
 A
a1+β
(13)
as a→ 0. Since both A and B are positive, we have
δ ≡ 1 + β − 4(1 + γ) > 0. (14)
Two more conditions should be imposed on β and γ so
as to insure that our model does interpolate between an
early inflationary phase of the type of quintessence and
a subsequent radiation dominant phase. These are: (i)
the energy density must induce a period of inflation and
(ii) the inflation should not cause a super-inflationary
expansion; i.e. 0 < H˙. That is, a super-accelerating
phase of the universe, where the energy density grows as
the universe expands, should not occur.
By combining these two ansatz with the above inequal-
ity (14), we arrive at the following additional constraints:
1 + β < 0, (15)
1 + γ < 0,
1 + β − 2(1 + γ) > 0.
In particular, the last constraint results from the require-
ment for an inflationary period a¨ > 0 as a → 0, which
5directly leads to the constraint on the coupling constant
of the GCG scalar field (10),
λ <
√
2κ. (16)
It is possible to have inflation at intermediate value of a
(see Appendix A). However, in this paper we will only
consider the case of inflation at the very beginning.
C. Quantizing Generalized Chaplygin Gas
Before entering into explicit calculations, we like to
briefly comment on the problem one often encounters
when implementing the quantization on the generalized
Chaplygin gas model, such as the one we introduced in
Section III A. When promoting a scalar field φ to a quan-
tum field, one expects that the scalar potential would re-
ceive loop corrections. By inspecting on Eq. (10), one
can quickly recognize that this model is nonrenormaliz-
able by simply noticing the scalar coupling λ has mass
dimension −1. However, since the scalar field φ serves
as the inflaton in the inflationary period, which deco-
heres entirely sometime after the onset of inflation, we do
not expect the already decohered field to regain quantum
fluctuations in the remaining period of inflation. We can
therefore safely invoke the semiclassical approximation to
the system beyond the point of decoherence, where one
only has to consider the finite saddle-point contribution,
and no regularization is required. On the other hand,
before the onset of decoherence of the inflaton, one does
have to treat the scalar field φ that represents the Chap-
lygin gas fully quantum mechanically, thus some sort of
regularization is still needed.
In our computation of the homogeneous part of the
entropy, we invoke the minisuperspace approximation,
which amounts to truncating large degrees of freedom
and keeping only the homogeneous modes. Therefore
the minisuperspace approximation serves as our regular-
ization, based on which a finite result is obtained in Sec-
tion IV E For the correct evaluation of the inhomogeneous
part of the entropy at early times, one does have to im-
pose a cutoff scale, below which our model is effective.
We will discuss more on the issue of quantum corrections
to the inhomogeneous entropy at early times at Appendix
B.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY:
HOMOGENEOUS PART
As explained in section II, the contribution to the
cosmological entanglement entropy is divisible into two
parts; in this section we will address the homogeneous
contribution using the Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) formal-
ism and the minisuperspace treatment. The wavefunc-
tion of the universe depends on two modes: one from
gravitation, the other from the scalar field of the Chap-
lygin gas with the spatial dependence suppressed, thus
the name “homogeneous”.
We will treat the gravitational degree of freedom using
the flat FRW metric:
ds2 = −N2dt2 + a(t)2d~x2. (17)
Throughout this paper we will follow the convention κ2 ≡
8piG = 6.
The action of our model is S = SEH + SGCG, where
the Einstein-Hilbert action can be written as
SEH = −
∫
d3~xdtN
1
2
a−1P 2a , (18)
where Pa = a˙a/N is the canonical momentum conjugated
with a. The spatial integral gives a volume v0, which
should not concern us and will be dropped hereafter. The
matter action is
SGCG =
∫
d3~xdtNa3
(
1
2N
φ˙2 − V (φ)
)
, (19)
where V (φ) is the scalar potential of the Chaplygin gas.
Varying with the lapse function N , one can obtain the
Hamiltonian equation H = 0, which can be quantized
straightforwardly using the canonical prescription. Here-
after we will stick to the gauge N = 1.
A. Semiclassical Calculation of Entanglement
Entropy
As mentioned in Section III C, since the scalar field φ
decoheres sometime during inflation, we can substitute φ
by a using the equation of motion. Therefore, the matter
action is replaced essentially by the fluid density, and the
Hamiltonian equation boils down to
H = −1
2
a−1P 2a + a
3ρ(a) = 0, (20)
which, after the canonical quantization Pa 7→ −i ∂∂a , be-
comes
HˆΨ =
[
ÔGrav +OMatter
]
Ψ = 0, (21)
where Ψ = Ψ(a) is the wavefunction of the universe, ˆ
denotes differential operators, and OMatter equals essen-
tially to the generalized Chaplygin gas density (6). The
equation above is the Wheeler-DeWitt equation with one
dynamical degree of freedom a. For later convenience, we
will factor out a a−1 factor in both terms, making it re-
semble the Schro¨dinger equation for a unit mass particle.
Since we would like to compute the von Neumann en-
tropy from the matter wavefunction, which can be ex-
tracted from the Born approximation [36]
Ψ ≈ eiSEHψ, (22)
6where eiSEH is the gravitational part, which, to the lead-
ing order, satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation(
dSEH
da
)2
− 2a4ρ(a) = 0.
The matter wavefunction ψ satisfies the Schro¨dinger
equation corresponding to the potential of the scalar
field:
V (φ(a)) = V (a). (23)
To simplify the computation, we will invoke the early-
time and the late-time approximations, i. e., Eq.(10)and
Eq.(12), respectively. In particular, the potential has the
asymptotic forms:
V (a) ∼ V0 (a/a0)−(1+β)/(1+γ) , Early-time (24)
V (a) ∼ V ′0 (a/a0)−4 , Late-time (25)
with V0 and V
′
0 as well as the criterion of division given
in Section III A. We observe that the potential is posi-
tive. Therefore the stationary ground state wavefunction
decays exponentially.
Since this is a semiclassical treatment,we are only al-
lowed to obtain the wave function through the WKB ap-
proximation:
ψ(a) ∼ Ce−
∫ a
ai
√
2V (x)dx
, (26)
where ai is a point in time before the semiclassical ap-
proximation breaks down. (cf. Section IV C)
From the above equation we can compute the von
Neumann entropy with the density matrix ρ¯(a1, a2) =
|ψ(a1)|2δ(a1 − a2),
∆S(a) = −
∫ a
ai
ρ¯ ln ρ¯da˜. (27)
A bar is used to distinguish it with the fluid density. As
explained in section II C, the integration over the range
a˜ < a amounts to tracing out the inaccessible Hilbert
space associated with the part of the universe outside of
the particle horizon. Note that the real physical space
has no direct relation to the fibration Hilbert spaces; fur-
thermore, in the minisuperspace treatment the inacces-
sible universe though can be infinite in volume, has only
one Hilbert space described by finite degrees of freedom,
therefore the range of integration is compact.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 1 for early
times and Figure 2 for late times, where the late time is
entirely in the radiation-dominated epoch.
From the figures one can observe that the evolution
of the “homogeneous entropy” beyond the gravitational
decoherence point is roughly increasing followed by de-
creasing starts from the transition to radiation epoch.
This is expected since particle horizon only present in in-
flationary period, thus entanglement entropy is expected
to decrease after some time in the transition.
FIG. 1: The evolution of the homogeneous entanglement en-
tropy under the early-time approximation, Eq.(9) & Eq.(10),
contributed from the entanglement between the observable
universe and that outside the horizon, obtained from the
WKB wavefunction of Wheeler-DeWitt equation Eq.(26).
FIG. 2: The evolution of the homogeneous entanglement en-
tropy under the late-time approximation within the radiation
dominant era, Eq.(11) & Eq.(12), using von Neumann pre-
scription Eq. (27). The tendancy indicates the entanglement
entropy should start to decrease during transition from infla-
tionary epoch.
B. Comparison to the Area Law
As mentioned in section II C, the entanglement entropy
of expanding universe was found in literature to be pro-
portional to the area of the particle horizon. We will
show that the homogeneous entanglement entropy com-
puted in last section conforms with the area law.
The radius of the particle horizon rH is given in section
II C as
rH [a] =
∫ ∞
t0
(da/a˙)
a
=
∫ ∞
a
da˜
H(a˜)a˜2
. (28)
Since particle horizon is well-defined only during the
inflationary epoch, the upper limit is cut off at some time
during the transition from inflation to radiation eras. Us-
7ing Friedman equation and fluid density Eq.(6), we ob-
tain the horizon boundary area AH = 4pi (arH [a])
2
as a
function of a (see figure 3).
FIG. 3: Evolution of horizon area before the radiation epoch
Comparing with the previous result of homogeneous
entanglement entropy in figure 1 and figure 2, we can
see that the character of entropy evolution in the semi-
classical regime agrees well with the area law: at first
its growth accelerates, then it slows down, and finally it
decays when entering the radiation epoch. We should
emphasis that the notion of particle horizon is only well-
defined in inflationary epoch much earlier than the tran-
sition, such as the case of early half of the evolution curve.
However, in the entire semi-classical regime before radi-
ation dominance, the conformation of our method with
the area law is clearly established.
C. Breakdown of Semiclassical Treatment
As has been pointed out, the semiclassical treatment
of Chaplygin gas, as used in most literature, breaks down
at the very beginning of the universe. Physically, we ex-
pect that at the onset of inflation the inflaton should
execute large quantum mechanical fluctuations that seed
the CMB spectrum. One should therefore treat the scalar
field quantum mechanically before the decoherence of in-
flation occurs.
Consider the scalar potential after substituting the
saddle point relation, φ = φ(a), which at early times
is of the form V (a) ∼ a−(1+β)/(1+γ). The validity of the
semiclassical (WKB) approximation requires the quan-
tum potential to vary sufficiently slowly. To be more
precise, it requires the WKB characteristic length
lWKB ∼ ~
pcl
=
~√
2V
(29)
to change slowly over the distance, that is,
dlWKB
da
 1, (30)
where without loss of generality we have taken the mass
to be 1.
When inserting the early time potential in Eq.(23), we
find ∣∣∣dlWKB
da
∣∣∣ ∼ ∣∣∣d (V −1/2)
da
∣∣∣ ∼ a− 1+β−2(1+γ)2(−1−γ) . (31)
However, with the constraints on parameters in Eq.(15),
it is easy to see that the right hand side goes to infin-
ity when a → 0, thus violating the validity condition
of WKB semiclassical approximation. A full quantum
treatment of both a and φ is therefore necessary for early-
time universe, which we will carry out in the following
Section IV D.
D. Wavefunction at the Very Beginning of
Universe
We will implement a fully quantum mechanical treat-
ment at early times via the full Wheeler-DeWitt equa-
tion: [
OˆGrav + OˆMatter
]
Ψ(a, φ) = 0, (32)
where we have promoted φ to be an independent op-
erator. Written explicitly, we have (in the convention
κ2 = 6)(
1
2
a
∂
∂a
a
∂
∂a
− 1
2
∂2
∂φ2
+ a6V (φ)
)
Ψ(a, φ) = 0, (33)
or, with α = ln a,(
1
2
∂2
∂α2
− 1
2
∂2
∂φ2
+ e6αV (φ)
)
Ψ(α, φ) = 0. (34)
In order to recover the Chaplygin gas density at the
saddle point, we adopt the scalar potential V (φ) = V0e
λφ
from Eq.(6). Thus the WDW equation is just the scalar
field with an exponential potential in the FRW metric.
This model is known to be exactly solvable using the
following change of variables[37]:
x =
√
2V0
3
e3α−λφ/2
1− (λ/6)2
[
cosh θ(a, φ) +
λ
6
sinh θ(a, φ)
]
,
(35)
y =
√
2V0
3
e3α−λφ/2
1− (λ/6)2
[
sinh θ(a, φ) +
λ
6
cosh θ(a, φ)
]
,
(36)
where θ(a, φ) ≡ 3φ−λα/2. The WDW equation Eq.(34)
becomes [
∂2
∂x2
− ∂
2
∂y2
+ 1
]
Ψ(x, y) = 0, (37)
which can be easily solved to give
Ψ =
∫
dk
[
C1(k)e
i(kx−
√
k2−1y) + C2(k)e−i(kx−
√
k2−1y)
]
.
(38)
8Take a Gaussian wave packet data with the peak at k0
and width σ, we obtain a wave packet solution
|Ψ|2 = 2√
pi
(k20 − 1)3/2σ√
(k20 − 1)3 + σ4y2
× exp
−(k20 − 1)2σ2
(√
k20 − 1x− k0y
)2
(k20 − 1)3 + y2σ4
 .
(39)
A typical profile of |Ψ|2 is shown in Figure 4. We can see
that the distribution is peaked at the saddle point with
a nonzero quantum-mechanical dispersion similar to the
free field wavepacket in [38].
The central value k0 can be determined from the clas-
sical solution φ ∼ λ6α (we take φ = 0 at α = 0) by
identifying the location of the “ridge” where the distri-
bution maximizes at any slice of a given a. The result is
k0 = −6/
√
36− λ2. Note that in our convention κ = √6,
λ <
√
2κ ≈ 3.46, which is below 6 and therefore k0 is real
and finite.
FIG. 4: Distribution of the wavepacket solution Eq.(39)
E. Revised Calculation of Early-time
Entanglement Entropy
With the wavefunction distribution, Eq.(39), at hand,
we can compute the von Neumann entropy S =
− ∫ dadφ|Ψ|2 ln |Ψ|2. The Hilbert space we are tracing
over now has an additional degree of freedom φ. Note
that if our wavepacket has a well-defined peak with re-
spect to φ, then we will recover the equation of motion
(9) by the saddle point approximation upon the φ inte-
gration, and the entropy will be the same as in section
IV A. The resulting entropy profile is shown in figure 5
(for λ = 3.3, σ = 0.8).
We see here that the general tendency of the entropy
evolution is its accelerating growth, which matches well
with the semi-classical result in Figure 1. This is ex-
pected since we use a well-defined wavepacket.
FIG. 5: Early time homogeneous entanglement entropy evo-
lution with quantum correction
In Figure 5, there is an early period where the numer-
ical computation becomes less stable; however, within
the range of tolerance one can observe the existence of
an entropy minimum in the early period of inflation. In
contrast, the horizon boundary area grows monotonically
without this unusual decrease; the area law thus seems
to be violated by quantum fluctuations described by the
early universe wavefunction.
Here we provide two explanations for the appearance
of this local entropy minimum. At the onset of inflation,
the quantum fields are out of equilibrium. Thus ther-
modynamics are not expected to hold exactly and the
entropy decreases. Another possibility is that the min-
isuperspace approximation fails to hold at early times.
This possibility can be tested by adding back degrees of
freedom. In our following discussion of inhomogeneous
entropy we will pursue this issue further.
V. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY FROM
COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS
In this section we will address the part of entanglement
entropy induced by the entanglement between different
momentum modes, which we call the “inhomogeneous”
entropy. This contribution can be calculated using the
standard cosmological perturbation techniques [39] [40].
The calculation in this section largely follows [17].
A. Computation of Entropy from Cosmological
Perturbation
Let us denote by ν the usual Mukhanov-Sasaki vari-
able. The comoving curvature perturbation is then
ζ(x, t) = ν(x, t)/z(x, t), with z(x, t) = a
√
/4G and
 = −d lnH/d ln a (40)
is one of the slow-roll parameters. The conjugate momen-
tum of ζ is denoted as pi = ∂µζ. The Gaussian random
9state in a single scalar field inflation is then characterized
by the covariant matrix between two momentum modes
k and −k, which is related to the density matrix ρ¯ by
[39]:
C = Tr(ρ¯V V †) =
(
Pζ Pζpi
Pζpi Ppi,
)
(41)
where the trace is taken over the functional space, and
V = (ζk, pi−k) ,
where pi = 2a3ζ˙ is the momentum conjugate with ζ.
Each component in Eq.(41) can be identified (to tree
level) as:
Pζ(k, t) = |ζ(k, t)|2, (42)
Pζ,pi(k, t) =
a3
4piG
Re(ζ(k, t)∂tζ(k, t)
?), (43)
Ppi(k, t) = (
a3
4piG
)2|∂tζ(k, t)|2. (44)
We can then evaluate the entanglement entropy from cos-
mological perturbation by the equations:
S = 2
∑
k [(nk + 1) ln(nk + 1)− nk lnnk)] , (45)
(nk +
1
2 )
2 = detCk. (46)
The field ν(k, t) satisfies in Fourier space the equation
ν¨ +
3ν
t
ν˙ +
k2
(Ft)2ν
ν = 0, (47)
which governs the evolution of ζ(k, t). Here F ≡
(1/(2
√
3κ))λ2A1/2(1+γ) is a constant.
The basic steps to calculate the entropy from Eq.(45)
are: (i) evolving the background metric by solving Ein-
stein equation; (ii) solving the comoving curvature per-
turbation at time t for different modes k according to
Eq.(47); (iii) summing the entropy contributions from
all modes which amounts to integrating Eq.(45) over the
momentum space k. In the calculation we employ the
full tree-level scalar potential without early or late time
approximation, given explicitly in [30].
The numerical results are shown in Figure 6. Observe
that the tree-level contribution increases as power law
in the radiation-dominant epoch started with Sinhom ∼
1016, which compensates almost entirely the exponen-
tial decrease of the homogeneous part (section IV A)
of the entropy, which drops below Shom ∼ 1012 after
(a/a0) ∼ 1013. On the other hand, the homogeneous en-
tropy during early times continues to increase, resulting
in the monotonic rise of the net entropy in the semiclas-
sical regime after the decoherence of the inflaton.
In the early stage of inflation there exists an entropy
minimum, which confirms the result in Fig 5 of Sec-
tion IV E that even after adding back some of the trun-
cated degrees of freedom, there must still remain a per-
sistent entropy minimum. We can therefore expect that
the entropy minimum may actually persist to higher or-
der quantum correction, rendering this turning point a
real physical feature. We include some discussions about
higher order correction in Appendix B.
FIG. 6: Inhomogeneous entanglement entropy from tree-level
cosmological perturbation
VI. PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF ENTROPY
DECREASE
In this section we present some general arguments on
possible physical origin of the entropy decrease we found
numerically in section IV E and V with our model III A.
The purpose here is to extend our argument without re-
lying on any specific model, although our previous model
is natural in the sense discussed in the beginning of sec-
tion II D, and in fact under the early and late time-scale
approximations made in section IV A it is just a combi-
nation of very general power-law inflation.
The von Neumann entropy formula is
∆S(a) := −
∫ a
a0
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(a′, φ) ln ρ(a′, φ)da′dφ. (48)
If the integrals are sufficiently well-behaved, i.e. uni-
formly convergent, then we can take the derivative with
respect to parameter a, resulting in the change of en-
tropy:
d∆S(a)
da
=
∫ ∞
−∞
ρ(a, φ) ln[1/ρ(a, φ)]dφ. (49)
Note that as long as 0 < ρ < 1 and the integral con-
verges, the above quantity stays positive, that is the en-
tropy should increase monotonically. We comment here
that such condition of monotonicity is a particular fea-
ture only in our situation, since the inaccessible environ-
ment depends on the metric expansion a (which happens
to coincide with cosmological time). In other quantum
open systems, time will enter as external parameter in
the density matrix ρ(a, φ; t), and in general one cannot
obtain such a monotonic constraint of entropy from this
simple argument.
There are two separate issues for this monotonicity:
1. Convergence of entropy integral
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If any of the entropy integrals Eq.(48) or Eq.(49) has
bad behavior such that some regularization should be im-
posed, or the integral in φ is oscillatory so uniform con-
vergence is not guaranteed, then the above monotonicity
argument fails. In the first case, the change of entropy
will receive another “boundary contribution”:
d∆S(a)
da
=
∫ Λ(a)
−Λ(a)
ρ(a, φ) ln(1/ρ(a, φ))dφ (50)
+ Λ′(a)
(∫ a
0
ρ(a′,Λ(a)) ln ρ(a′,Λ(a))−1da′+ (51)∫ a
0
ρ(a′,−Λ(a)) ln ρ(a′,−Λ(a))−1da′
)
,
(52)
with the cutoff Λ → ∞. However, this contribution can
render the entropy variation negative if Λ is a decreasing
function of a. Physically, it means that as the cosmo-
logical time evolves the fluctuations of scalar field φ will
be suppressed more and more, therefore it has less space
for fluctuations. For the second case, the decrease of en-
tropy is attributed not to any microscopic model, but to
the stochastic nature of quantum physics.
2. Unitarity
It has been a long debate whether the unitarity condi-
tion holds for the evolution of the universe. A well-known
fact about QFT in curved background space-time is that
a large number of particles can be created as the uni-
verse expands. Thus in our point of view the observable
universe does not obey the unitarity condition. This is
reminiscent of the Hawking radiation produced by the
nontrivial black hole background. The Hawking particle
so produced can be interpreted as an entanglement be-
tween the observable and unobservable regions in such
background. Thus a natural proposition is that the uni-
verse as a whole should obey unitarity, but not separately
in either observable or unobservable region. We therefore
expect that the density matrix ρ can exceed unity in ei-
ther region, which is a natural consequence of particle
production.
In the particle production (both matter and gravi-
ton) region, the change of entropy, Eq.(49), is negative;
whereas in the dissipative region, the change of entropy
is positive. Putting this assessment into a concrete ex-
ample, let us suppose a dissipative mechanism (say from
coarse-graining) that results in an exponential decay of
the total probability. Then the evolution of entropy can
have the form displayed in Fig. 7.
From the unitarity’s point of view, the decrease of en-
tropy boils down to the question of why our density ma-
trix is so large at the very beginning? This is not too
surprising since we expect quantum effects, which ac-
count for the particle production, to be prevailing near
the Planck scale at the beginning of the universe. (Note
that large density matrix does not imply the largeness of
the total number of produced particles, but rather the
FIG. 7: entropy evolution from a toy system
rate of particle production.) As the cosmological time
a elapses, the density matrix becomes smaller due to
the slowdown of particle production rate. As discussed
above, particle production is a process that drives the
early universe out of equilibrium. Thus as time further
evolves after such entropy decrease, the universe grad-
ually recovers the equilibrium condition. It is only by
then can one invoke second law of thermodynamics as
the arrow of time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we reconsidered inflation as a possible
solution to the entropy problem on the basis neglected in
the past literature that the probability of inflation, when
taking its accompanied horizon into consideration, is not
necessary small. Indeed our computation suggests that
the initial entanglement entropy should have a sizable
value in order to compensate for its subsequent reduction
at the beginning of inflation (cf. Fig. 6), which indicates
that the onset of inflation could be highly probable.
We explored this notion by investigating the evolution
of entanglement entropy from the onset of inflation to
the radiation era using a toy model, which we believe to
be generic enough to capture the essential feature of en-
tanglement entropy evolution because most calculations
we made do not involve the model’s artificial transition
period between the two epochs, while at the same time
it has the advantage of preserving unitarity instead of a
discontinuous phase transition, which is disallowed in the
quantum mechanical framework for the entire universe.
Our results of quantum entanglement entropy evolu-
tion are shown in Figure 1 for homogeneous early evo-
lution after decoherence of inflaton, Figure 2 for homo-
geneous late-time evolution, Figure 5 for homogeneous
early evolution near the onset of inflation, and Figure 6
for inhomogeneous evolution at the tree-level. The semi-
classical evolution of entanglement entropy induced by
the existence of particle horizon is shown to obey the
area law, while near the onset of inflation this area law
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is found to be violated due to quantum fluctuations.
The net result for the period after decoherence of infla-
ton (in our case provided by the generalized Chaplygin
gas at early time) is that the entanglement entropy in-
creases monotonically, which results in a large amount of
entropy generation and agrees with our experience with
thermodynamic laws.
On the other hand, the situation before decoherence
is more subtle. In particular, entropy minimum arisen
from quantum corrections at early times appears in both
the homogeneous part (Fig. 5) as well as the tree-level
inhomogeneous part (Fig. 6) previously observed in [17].
The persistence of the entropy minimum after putting
back some of the degrees of freedom suggests that it is a
real physical feature and we expect this entropy minimum
not be completely erased by higher order corrections.
In section VI we discussed possible physical origins
that cause the entropy decrease and result in the subse-
quent entropy minimum: these include effective regular-
ization on quantum fluctuation, particle production and
dissipation. In particular, the latter two processes con-
tribute to nonequilibrium effects during the early stage
of accelerating expansion, rendering equilibrium physics
such as the thermodynamic law of entropy temporarily
inapplicable. By the same token, the equilibrium ther-
modynamic law gradually recovers as a result of a natural
decay of such processes, thereby providing us the entropic
arrow of time after the entropy reaches its minimum.
We also like to comment on the possible connection
of our investigation to other field-theoretic approaches
such as in [19][28]. The decrease of entropy, which is a
correction to the area law, can be compared to that in
Eq.(4) obtained in [28]. Moreover, if canonical quantum
gravity can be regarded as a low energy limit of string
theory, we expect that similar result may possibly be
derived from supergravity or full string theory, although
as remarked in Section III C, a good UV description is
lacking in our effective model.
Our results can be summarized as follows: after the on-
set of inflation the entropy will soon decrease, due to the
dynamics of the expanding universe, to a minimum and
rapidly increase thereafter. We therefore suggest that the
special initial condition required for the thermodynamic
arrow can be naturally provided by the inflation itself
without the need to introduce any ad hoc assumptions.
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Appendix A: Range of Parameters for Inflation
In this appendix we will show it is possible in our model
to realize inflation starting from an expanding but non-
inflationary stage, thereby the parameter space for in-
flation can be wider than considered in section III B, al-
though in this paper we restrict to the case of inflation
at the start.
For the inflation to start, the kinetic energy must be
small in comparison with the potential energy [7], which
in our model amounts to the situation where the time
derivative of the field
1
2
φ˙2 =
1
2
dφ
da
a˙2 ∼ H2 ∼ 1
2
Ca−(1+β)/(1+γ) (A1)
as well as its spatial derivative, 12k
2a−2φ2, be small in
comparison with the potential
V ∼
(
1− 1 + β
1 + γ
)
Ca−(1+β)/(1+γ). (A2)
The former requires
1 + β > 3(1 + γ), (A3)
while the later will be the case after a  exp(1/r) with
r = 2 − (1 + β)/(1 + γ). Comparing to the requirement
of early inflation at a → 0 in Eq.(15), we see that there
is a finite nonzero range of parameters where the kinetic
term is suppressed as the universe grows but not neces-
sarily inflates, thereby paving the way for the system to
become “potential dominated” and ready for the onset
of inflation.
Appendix B: Higher Order Quantum Corrections to
Inhomogeneous Entropy
In this appendix we briefly discuss higher order correc-
tions to the inhomogeneous entropy. Quantum correc-
tions will only be important at early times. According to
Eq.(10), the scalar field potential has the form
V = V0e
−λφ, (B1)
where we have absorbed the constant φ into V0. Thus in
comparison to the lowest order calculation, where only
modes k and −k are entangled:
S =
∫
dt
d3k
(2pi)3

1
2
a3
(
ζ˙k ζ˙−k − a−2k2ζkζ−k
)
, (B2)
there is an additional entanglement due to the nonlinear
interaction of Eq.(B1). This contribution can be par-
tially accounted for by the noise kernel Nk(t, t
′) and the
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diffusion kernel Dk(t, t
′) [40]:
1
2
ddet(C)
dt
=
(
a3
4piG
)2
·{
Pζζ˙(t)
∫ t
−∞
dt′ [DkG(t, t′)−NkGret(t, t′)]
+Pζ(t)
∫ t
−∞
dt′ [Nk∂tGret(t, t′)−Dk∂tG(t, t′)]
}
,
(B3)
with Nk and Dk obtained through the standard diagram-
matic rules, where higher-order loop effect enters.
However, upon expansion of the potential Eq.(B1) one
finds infinitely many types of vertexes, where each type
will have its own coupling due to counter terms:
Vquantum(φ) = c0 + c1φ+ c2φ
2 + · · · . (B4)
This immediately leads to problems when performing
perturbative loop calculations. Therefore numerical lat-
tice computation seems desirable to obtain higher order
corrections to early time inhomogeneous entropy.
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